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When Sole Hope got word of the devastation that jiggers were causing in western Uganda, we knew that we needed 
to do something to help. After a full day at Thursday Clinic, the staff members went home, packed their bags and 
said goodbye to their loved ones knowing that in a few short hours they would embark on the journey to the 
district of Kisoro for five days. Vans were loaded up stacked high with supplies as the Sole Hope Matatu left the 
front gates that evening with Music blaring and laughter filling the air. Each member of the team not knowing what 
the road ahead looked like but knowing that they had a desire to help those who desperately needed it.

The team drove through the night, keeping each other awake so that the driver had company and would have the 
energy to make the long drive. There were a few bumps along the road. The brakes on the van gave out a few times 
leaving the staff on the edge of their seats. Not once did they give up on their mission: bringing Hope of a life free 
from jiggers, even to those far on the other side of the country.

We knew that the jiggers were terrible but even experienced 
members of the staff could not predict just how vast the 
problem was. We showed up to find members of the 
community pitching in to help wash feet. Women who 
washed the lap towels and aprons, so they had clean 
supplies to work on each patient. The staff worked for 
hours without taking a break and without rest. Hour after 
hour they removed jigger after jigger after jigger.

Even when the roads threatened to wash out from under 
the team, even when they got lost, they came together and 
all held hands, remembering why they were there. It was 
not an easy trip, for many it was a frightful trip at times, due 
to road conditions, but the Sole Hope staff came together 
and pushed through every obstacle they faced. They were 
fearless, they were strong, and they selflessly served the 
people in the Kisoro district with everything they had. 
There were three days of removing jiggers. We helped 168 
people and removed almost 10,000 jiggers. The Sole Hope 
staff still hasn’t stopped talking about the trip. Many want 
to return, but all of them know that the efforts they made 
changed the lives of those they helped forever. 

Story by Larissa, a Sole Hope intern.  



Growth and Milestones

Looking back on the past three months I’m left speechless.  When it’s 80 degrees and sunny every day, time can 
run together.  Days and months pass in a blur as the team works together, but these past 90 days have added up to 
some amazing accomplishments.  

Land- Construction is flying! To date the wall and fence are complete, the Hope Center’s first floor is nearly 
complete, the foundation and first-floor slab for the office is complete, and the foundations for the workshop and 
clinic are dug, and the brick is being laid.  

Program Expansion and Remote Clinics- District leadership has been reaching out to Sole Hope from across the 
country.  The team has conducted clinics this quarter in both Kisoro and Manafwa. These areas are heavily infested 
with jiggers and district leadership has approached us about opening satellite locations in these areas.  

Training on Jiggers and Prevention- Sole Hope has been working with experts around the world to generate a 
training and certification program based on best practices for jigger removal and wound care.  All of our staff who 
participate in removals have been trained, tested, and certified.  Additionally, we have brought the trainer to attend 
multiple clinics, coaching the team on best practices. 

Visits and Partnerships- Over the summer months, we have visited with guests from around the world with 
people from six continents serving with us on clinics.  We have spent significant time working alongside our 
partners from Picture Change, the Young Living Foundation, and Bantwana.

Data Evaluation- Patient data has gone digital! Each patient seen at a clinic or outreach has all of their data entered 
into a digital database we are currently building.  This allows us to keep our records more organized and more 
secure, and it also allows us to digitally map the jigger problem.  Each patient is interviewed about occupation, 
distance from a water source, demographic info, living and sleeping situations.

Shoe Production- The team continues to hone their skills, and the production numbers tell a clear story.  The new 
hires are becoming masters, and together the team is producing more shoes than ever before.  

24 Hour Medical Coverage- We have hired a team of overnight nurses who work at outreach.  We now have 
nurses on site 24/7.  

Education Benefit- Sole Hope has added an education assistance program, and we currently have seven staff 
furthering their education.  

Social Work Follow Ups- The social work team has been looking at every aspect of their program. We have 
standardized our follow up visits so that each family who has been at outreach should be visited one month, three 
months, and six months after they go home.  As of our last round of follow-ups, 65 out of the most recent 67 
families are still living jigger free.  



Program Numbers 

The team in Uganda continues to outdo themselves.  This quarter we have driven further, made more 
connections, and worked harder to impact the people who need it the most.  

For comparison purposes, quarter one and two of 2017 are compared against an average quarter from 2016. 
We are looking at shoe production, number of patients seen, and numbers of jiggers removed as key indicators 
of program size and impact.  These indicators were totaled from 2016 and divided by four to provide a 
representative quarter of the year. 



q2 PAIRS OF SHOES MADE: 6,379



A Story About Ritah
Behind every number is a story.  Beneath every statistic is a real person.  Ritah is a six year old patient we had the 
pleasure of serving this month.  Here is her story: 

Ritah and her mom walked up the steep slopes to their home.  Looking over the valley spread out beneath them, 
they felt defeated. They’d tried everything they knew to try and had failed.  But, they didn’t give up. Every morning 
they got up and farmed.  Every morning they prayed.

Months before, Ritah was infested by jiggers. At first, infestation is painful and itchy. Over time, it weakens a 
person leaving them susceptible to infections and illness.  Ritah’s health began to fail. Mom left the farming in the 
hands of her three older children and she and Ritah began the long slow journey out of the mountains to a hospital. 
When they arrived, Ritah was turned away immediately. She didn’t have cash. A second hospital was no better, so 
they went to a traditional herbal healer. The man tried to treat Ritah, but it didn’t seem to help. 

Ritah’s jiggers got worse, then she got pneumonia. Next she contracted to malaria, and finally her kidneys began 
to fail.

“Whenever I looked at my daughter I could see she was going to die,” Mom says. 

She kept farming, she kept praying, and she got ready to bury her youngest daughter.  

And that’s when Sole Hope arrived. 

Ritah received proper treatment at Sole Hope. After the pneumonia and malaria were resolved, her kidneys 
responded to treatment. The Sole Hope team removed the jiggers and taught Ritah how to live jigger free. 

Over her weeks with Sole Hope, Ritah came 
back to life, both physically and emotionally. “I 
was always sickly,” Ritah says, her face radiating 
joy, as she works side by side with the Sole Hope 
team, serving food and doing dishes. “Now I am 
very fine.” Her laugh rings out above the clatter 
of dishes. 

Ritah is now completely healthy and free to live 
her best life. She loves jump rope and fresh fruit. 
She loves to study and if there’s work to be done, 
she helps with a smile.

Ritah’s new chance at life impacts the rest of the 
family as well. Mom exudes joy and thankfulness. She had planned to bury her baby girl. Now that very girl is 
completely healthy.  “I’m very happy that finally there has been a salvation for my child,” mom says.  “This is what 
I have prayed for.” 



On the Horizon 
We are looking forward to more growth in the upcoming months, and we have several exciting things in the 
works.  

Land and Building- During the next three months, we plan to finish the foundations of the residence, clinic, and 
workshop.  We plan to pour the second-floor slab for the Hope Center and begin the walls and for the workshop.  

Shoeing Whole Schools- Currently, Sole Hope sees approximately 150 patients per Thursday clinic.  We screen 
the students and see those who are the most in need of our services on that particular day.  With our increased 
production, we are experimenting with shoeing an entire school.  The shoemakers will be trained to screen 
for jiggers, and each student will have his or her feet inspected by the shoemakers.  Every student will receive 
a pair of shoes.  Those with jiggers or wounds will see our medical team, and those with healthy feet will play 
educational games and talk with our community education team.  

Digital Data- With our new electronic data collection we are studying the jigger problem in a way that’s never 
been done.  Tracking data points such as distance to water, flooring material used, number of dependents 
per caretaker, caretaker’s profession, and we are generating a geographic and demographic profile of jigger 
infestation.  The hope is that soon we will be able to effectively screen for jiggers at a community level and we 
will target our services more accurately.

If you’d like more detail please reach out to Ian Palkovitz, Uganda Country Director for Sole Hope via email at 
ian@solehope.org  
   


